Instructions for Donating Stock (Securities) to ROCK Ride On Center for Kids

Thank you for your interest in donating stock to ROCK Ride On Center for Kids. To help you facilitate a gift of stock, please follow these instructions:

1. Contact your broker with your donation intentions. Have them transfer the securities to:

   Edward Jones DTC Clearing No.: 0057  
   Account Registration: ROCK Ride On Center for Kids  
   ROCK Account Number: 209-11680-1-9

   Contact: Shauna Lang  
   Senior Branch Office Administrator  
   (512) 863-8795

   Local Office: Andrew B. Cottrill, CFP  
   Edward Jones  
   102 W. Morrow Street, Suite 102  
   Georgetown, Texas 78626  
   (512) 863-8795

2. Please notify ROCK by emailing accounting@rockride.org.

   Kindly provide the following information:

   • A description of the securities to be donated.  
   • The number of shares.  
   • Your name, address and phone number.

Our Edward Jones broker will sell the transferred securities and send a check for the net proceeds to:

   ROCK Ride On Center for Kids  
   P.O. Box 2422  
   Georgetown, TX 78627

Additional Information:

   • The date of the gift is the day the stock passes from your control.  
   • The value, for income tax purpose, is the mean between the high and the low quoted selling price on that day.  
   • Your gift will be acknowledged by ROCK Ride On Center for Kids.